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Growth and final size of individual fruits and seeds were studied

in crosses involving peanut Arachis hypogaea L. genotypes differing

largely in these characteristics . The objective was to examine the

genetics and interrelationships between fruit and seed size on the basis

of their differential segregation.

Parental, F], F
2

and F 3 populations were evaluated in four

crosses. The degree of dominance and the minimum number of genes were

assessed for seed and shell weight. Genotypic correlations, and broad

and narrow-sense heritability estimates were calculated. The size of

seeds grown with reduced pod restraint was studied by observing the

weight of seeds from pods in which one of the seeds had aborted. Growth

of parental and hybrid F] seeds was studied by observing weekly the

fresh and dry volume increases.

The crosses of genotypes with large differences in fruit and seed

size produced significant skewness of the offspring means toward the

smaller parent, suggesting dominance. However, the degree of dominance

was not as pronounced when the offspring means were compared with the

geometric means of the parents. Thus, the size traits may actually be
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additively inherited, and behaving in a geometric fashion, probably as a

result of genes controlling growth rates.

Frequency distributions of seed and shell weight were similar and

correlations between fruit and seed size were positive and significant.

Furthermore, the growth patterns of reciprocal F] hybrid seeds were

not identical, each reciprocal tending to resemble its selfed counter-

part indicating the strong role of the maternal environment on the

expression of size.

Growth curves of the large parent, Jenkins Jumbo, and of the cor-

responding reciprocal hybrids were dissimilar. Seeds growing with

reduced pod restraint appeared to attain a genetically determined size.

In addition, there was heritable variation among the segregates for

fruit density and shelling percentage, suggesting that the seed's geno-

type also plays a role in its phenotypic size expression.

The high estimates of narrow-sense heritability for fruit and seed

size (h^ = 0.67 to 0.83) indicate that these traits can be effectively

selected in early generations. The calculated minimum number of factors

responsible for the expression of seed and shell weight ranged from 4 to

26 suggesting that these traits should be treated quantitatively.

IX



INTRODUCTION

The peanut
(
Arachis hypogaea L.) is a crop in which the yield

potential has not been fully explored. Differences in rate and duration

of growth of individual fruits and seeds may potentially be used to

develop higher-yielding cultivars through breeding. In this respect,

the final size attained by fruits and seeds may be directly involved,

since size is the end result of growth rate and duration. A great deal

of research has been carried out in crops such as corn
( Zea mays L.),

wheat ( Triticum aestivum L.) and soybeans
( Glycine max L. Merr.), but in

peanuts, only a limited amount of information is available, especially

in segregating populations.

The fact that peanut seeds grow within a rigid maternal envelope

(pod) may pose complications in breeding for size. As in other legumes,

the cotyledonary and embryonic tissues of peanut seeds are one genera-

tion ahead of the seed coat (testa) and the pericarp (shell), which are

maternal tissue. Thus, it can be hypothesized that there may be a dif-

ferential segregation between maternal and embryonic tissue. If so, the

size of the pericarp cavity may be considered a factor that can mask the

genetics of seed size, particularly if there is heterozygosity. Seed

growth could be either limited or rupture the shell when occurring in-

side pods having genetically smaller space than required by the seed.

Knowledge of the mode of inheritance of fruit and seed size is nec-

essary for increasing efficiency in breeding. However, previous studies

on the genetics of either fruit or seed size in peanuts have not

1
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provided consistent information. Since, in most cases, the studies were

made in breeding populations whose main features were not the variations

in size "per se", it can be suggested that some of the characteristics

involving segregation of fruit or seed size or other traits associated

with size may have been hidden by the lack of sufficient distinctive

features among the segregates. If so, a study of fruit and seed size

made on segregating populations derived from crosses between widely

divergent types would be likely to enhance the understanding of the

fruit and seed size traits and their inter-relationships.

The objective of this research was to examine the genetics and

interrelationships between fruit and seed size on the basis of their

differential segregation, through the study of parameters of growth and

final size of fruits and seeds in crosses involving peanut genotypes

largely different in these traits.



LITERATURE REVIEW

Physiological Basis for Size Differences

It is known that the rate of accumulation of dry matter into the

seeds and the duration of this process are major determinants in seed

yield. Assuming that fruit and seed size reflect the potential upper

limits of these factors, then size has an impact on yield, thus contri-

buting to the capacity of the sink apparatus.

There are indications that either growth rate or duration can be

the factor determining differences between genotypes. Schenk (1961)

found that the difference in final size between small Spanish and large

Virginia peanuts was a result of a difference in duration of growth

rather than in growth rate. However, Williams and Allison (1978)

reported that the differences in size were associated with differences

in growth rate among the four peanut cultivars they studied.

Individual kernel growth rates in corn ranged from 6-10 mg/day

among cultivars and were correlated to some degree with final kernel

weight (Carter and Poneleit, 1973). In wheat, variation in grain weight

has been attributed to differences in the duration of grain filling

(Asana and Bagga, 1966; Syme, 1967) or to variation in the rate of grain

growth (Asana and Williams, 1965; Bingham, 1967; Brocklehurst, 1977) or

to a combination of both (Stamp and Geisler, 1976).

Differences in growth rate of individual seeds among soybean

cultivars were associated with differences in seed size, although the

differences found in yield were not correlated (Egli, 1975; Egli

3
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et al., 1978). Differences found in seed size between two common-bean

cultivars were attributed to differences in individual seed growth

rates, since they had similar durations of pod filling (Hsu, 1979).

The physiological basis for genotypic differences in rate and

duration of growth and consequently of size can be explained at a cel-

lular level. Almost all of the differences in size and general form of

an organ, as well as of the organism, arise from differences in number,

activity and persistence of the centers of cell division (Milthorpe and

Moorby, 1974).

MacArthur and Butler (1938) investigated the origin of size dif-

ferences among tomato
(
Lycopersicum sp.) fruits. Fruit size within a

genotype was dictated by the size of the cells and among genotypes, by

the number of cells. Number of cells was determined by different rates

of cell division during the pre-anthesis period and size of the cells

was determined by the time, post-anthesis, allowed for the cells to

expand

.

In wheat, the evolutionary increase in grain weight did not

involve an increase in size of the endosperm cells (Dunstone and Evans,

1974). Final grain weight in two cultivars of wheat was mainly depen-

dent on the rate of accumulation of dry matter, which in turn was

related to the number of endosperm cells formed within 14 days after

anthesis ( Brocklehurst, 1977).

Davies (1975) reported that the final dry weight of individual

pea (
Pisum sativum L.) seeds was related to both number and dry weight

of cotyledon cells. The same author (Davies, 1977) reported highly

significant correlations in 12 V i c i

a

species between seed weight and

cotyledon cell number and between weight and mean cell mass, most of the
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variation in seed weight being attributed to variation in the size of

the cell population and only a small fraction being due to differences

in cell mass.

Maternal Influence on Seed Size

In legumes, the cotyledons form the vast majority of the seed

mass. Since they are part of the embryo, they are one generation

ahead of the plant that bears them. However, this cellular apparatus

depends on the photosynthetic supply translocated from the plant. This

raises the question as to what is the causal genetic ability to trans-

locate assimilates to the seeds. Also, if both causes affect seed size,

the contribution of each should be known.

Davies (1975) studied seed size in reciprocal crosses of Pisum

sativum L. varieties and observed similarities in weight between the

hybrid seeds and the seeds resulting from their selfed counterparts.

However, since certain crosses showed F-| seeds larger than their re-

spective parental seeds, it was suggested that seed size was controlled

by two systems: an intrinsic one dependent on the seed's own genotype

and the extrinsic control provided by the maternal environment.

In soybeans, seed growth rate and stage of seed development were

found to be closely related, suggesting that seed growth rate is primar-

ily controlled by regulatory mechanisms within the seed, rather than by

external availability of assimilates (Koller, 1971). This suggestion

was confirmed through observations that only a limited effect on the

rate of seed growth is obtained by altering the source-sink ratio (Egli

and Leggett, 1976). In addition, seed growth rates were not found to
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differ between early and late pods. This constancy also emphasizes the

role of the seed genotype (Egli et al., 1978). However, it has been

also suggested that, since the seed is dependent on the rest of the

plant, the supply of photosynthate would provide an overriding control

on the rate of seed growth (Egli and Leggett, 1976).

Hedley and Ambrose (1980), studying pea seed development, recog-

nized phases of high growth rates separated by phases of less active

growth (lag phases). A similarity among genotypes for the time when

these events occurred was reported, which appeared to relate to the time

from anthesis and not to any particular physiological state. This

suggested that seed development in peas appears to be determined by the

maternal parent. However, the amount of growth occurring during these

timed developmental phases would probably be dependent on relationships

within the seed itself.

A number of reports involving chemical composition of the seeds

provide variable information as to the presence of plant-embryo genotype

interactions. In soybeans, the seed's own genotype has little influence

in protein percentage (Singh and Hadley, 1972). Oil content is deter-

mined by the maternal parent (Brim et al . , 1968; Singh and Hadley, 1968)

although small but significant paternal effects were found in F] seeds

(Singh and Hadley, 1968). No indication was found that sugar content

depends on the seed's genotype (Openshaw and Hadley, 1978).

In common beans
( Phaseolus vulgaris L.), the control of protein

percentage (Porter, 1972) and oil percentage (Lei ej i et al . , 1972) is

largely maternal. The same is reported for protein content in sunflower

(
Helianthus annuus L.) (Pawlowski, 1964) and rapeseed

(
Brassica napus

L.) (Grami and Stefansson, 1977). A slight effect of the seed genotype

on oil content of rapeseed was reported (Grami and Stefansson, 1977)



and some amount of embryo control on certain fatty acids was observed

(Thomas and Kondra, 1973).
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In corn, control of protein content is largely maternal (Garwood

and Lambert, 1967). Oil content can be influenced by the embryo geno-

type (Gilbert, 1961; Garwood et al
. , 1970). In sunflower seeds, either

quality or quantity of oil is apparently controlled by the seed's own

genotype (Yermanos et al . , 1967).

In addition to the plant's ability to translocate these assimi-

lates to the seed and the plant's ability to accept assimilates there

may be other factors affecting seed growth: the pod envelop itself and

the interaction resulting from the apparent independence existing be-

tween pod and seed growth.

Some reports indicate that growth of legume seeds lags behind the

growth of the pods, so that by the time the pod walls attain their maxi-

mum weight, seed weight is still increasing linearly. Furthermore,

there is some evidence indicating that this differential growth pattern

varies according to the genotype. Fresh weight of seeds of the cultivar

'Wye' lagged behind pod dry weight by approximately 14 days (Quebedeaux

and Choi let, 1975). Pods of 'Cutler' soybeans reached their maximum dry

weight by the time the seeds had accumulated 15-30% of their final

weight (Egli, 1975). Dry weights of "Amsoy-71" and "Norman" pods

reached their maximum values around 20 days before those of the seeds,

that is, at mid-pod filling (Thorne, 1979). In 6 lines of peas ob-

served, this period ranged from 10 to 20 days (Hedley and Ambrose,

1980).
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In peanuts, Schenk (1961) reported that pods of 'Dixie Spanish'

peanuts reached their maximum dry weight around the 17th day after the

pegs had penetrated the soil while seed dry weight reached its maximum

value around the 42nd day. Dry weight of 'Virginia Bunch-67' pods

plateaued after 21 days while seeds reached their maximum dry weight

only after 75 days.

This independence between pod and seed growth may help identify

another factor influencing seed size: the mechanical barrier offered by

the pod when the seeds have a genotype for growing larger than the volu-

metric capacity of the pod.

Since little attention has been given to this type of pod/seed

interaction, very little is known about the consequences of this rela-

tionship of the potential genetic size and, thus, on the potential sink

capacity of legume plants.

It was demonstrated that growth of soybean pods can be mechani-

cally restricted and that such restriction will cause the seeds to ripen

earlier and to be smaller (Duncan et al
. , 1979). In two soybean

crosses, the F-j (cross-ferti 1 ized) seeds could not be distinguished

from the self-fertilized seeds on the basis of differences in size, when

a large-seeded type was used as the pollen parent (Kilen, 1980).

In peanuts, the tightly packed seeds within Spanish pods suggest

that seed growth is abruptly arrested due to back pressure built up in

the seeds as the growth is restricted by the surrounding shell (Schenk,

1961). When crosses were made between peanut lines differing in pod and

seed size, differences in reciprocal F-| seeds were observed. Hybrid

seeds growing inside the small parental pods tended to be similar in
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size to the small parental seeds (Godoy and Norden, 1981). It has been

also suggested as evidence that in two-seeded pods, when one seed fails

to develop, the other can grow larger, sometimes filling the whole pod

cavity (Duncan et a 1
. , 1979).

Peanut Fruit and Seed Development

Among the legumes, peanuts have a unique feature in that the pods

develop underground. After fertilization, an intercalarly meristem at

the base of the ovary becomes active, causing the formation of the gyno-

phore, which elongates with the ovary at its tip (Smith, 1950). Ovary

development only takes place after the gynophore penetrates the soil.

Practically no ovary enlargement occurs in the light (Schenk, 1961; Ziv

and Zamski, 1975).

Schenk (1961) described the various stages in the development of

Virginia and Spanish pods. Virginia pods reached full size 3 weeks

after the pegs had penetrated the soil, but the period of development

for the small Spanish pods was one week shorter. As mentioned before,

in both cases, seeds lagged behind pod development. In the Virginia

pods, the inner parenchymatous tissues of the shell collapsed as the

seeds expanded to fill the shell cavity. The same occurred with Spanish

pods except that in these, the cavity was filled earlier and therefore

the maturation seemed considerably shorter and more abrupt.

The packing of the Spanish seeds (Schenk, 1961) can reflect the

inability of the seeds to grow further, as mentioned before. One reason

is that the morphological structure of the shell does not appear to

allow any sort of enlargement or splitting of the pods caused by the

force of seed expansion. The mature peanut pod (pericarp) is composed
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of 3 layers of tissue: the two outer layers (exocarp and mesocarp) are

composed of sclerified parenchyma (Gregory et al., 1951; Halliburton et

al., 1975) confering to the pod a greater rigidity as compared to other

legumes.

Inheritance Studies

The literature concerning inheritance of fruit and seed size has

shown variable information. Divergent conclusions, especially those re-

lated with the type of gene action, may well have been originated from

the type of data upon which the analyses were based. This may lead to

misinterpretation and failure in reaching the goals set at the beginning

of a breeding program.

Hammons (1973) reviewed the early literature on pod size

inheritance. Early reports indicated dominance of large pods, size

being reported as either multigenic or governed by only three genes.

Inheritance of seed size has also been studied. Hayes (1933)

divided seed length in the F
2

into three classes and failed to produce

a good fit. However, when seeds were considered in only two groups,

long and short, a 15:1 ratio was observed, indicating a two factor dif-

ference with long dominant. Hull (1937) could easily classify seeds of

F
2

and F 3 plants into three classes: short, intermediate and long.

He reported that the intermediate group was so truly intermediate that

dominance of either shape could not be detected.

From crosses involving small-podded Spanish lines with large-

podded mutants, Pat i 1 (1972) obtained F] plants with large pods,

similar to one of the parents, suggesting dominant gene action for large

size. However, the frequency distribution in the F3 population showed
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60% of the plants as having size similar to that of the small parent.

Seed size behanved similarly to pod size in both F] and F=_3. It ws

suggested that the low frequency of large sizes in F
3 , despite the

dominance expressed in F] , reflected the influence of "modifying

factors" in the expression of large size.

In a cross between two lines, one having 33.7 g/ 100 seeds and the

other having 94 g/100 seeds, no dominance was found in segregating

generations. It was calculated that five pairs of genes control seed

size, four of them having isodirectional effects (Martin, 1967).

Mohammed et al
. (1978) studied variability in the F

2
and F

3

generations from crosses involving Virginia and Spanish lines, and ob-

tained significant non-additive effects for pod length and seed weight.

The studies of F-j and F
2

generations in d i al lei crossings

have also revealed differences regarding gene action. The majority of

the F-|'s in Wynne et al
. (1970) crosses showed fruit length and seed

weight means above the midparents. Additive gene action was suggested,

since general combining ability gave higher estimates than the specific

combining ability. Gibori et al
. ( 1978) reported that in most crosses

small pods were dominant, generally showing the F
2 mean below the

midparent. It was suggested that the large pod size (3 g/pod) would be

homozygous recessive or nearly so. Cahaner et al
. ( 1979) observed that,

in some crosses, mean pod weight did not deviate from the midparent in

either F-j or F
2 generations. In others, F] and F

2
means were

similarly smaller than the midparent. Yet, in other crosses, F]'s had

means greater than the respective midparent, but F
2 's were smaller.
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In long beans
(
Vigna sesquipedal is Fruw.), partial dominance for

short pod and light seed has been observed (Mak and Yap, 1980). Similar

observation was made for seed weight in an interspecific cross of soy-

beans when non-transformed data were used (Weber, 1950). However, from

a dial lei cross of common beans, Dickson (1967) found that pod length

was under additive genetic control without dominance. Bassett and Woods

(1978) studied pod lengths in a cross between two common bean cultivars

and observed that the F] mean was a little larger than the midparent.

However, the F
2

mean was skewed toward the small parent.

In safflower
(
Carthamus tinctorius L.) crosses, Kotecha and

Zimmerman (1978) reported that domesticated species tended to have

larger seeds and that large seed weight was partially dominant. In

wheat, it has been reported that kernel weight is essentially governed

by additive gene action. However, partial (Bhatt, 1972; Sun et al.,

1972) to complete (Millet and Pinthus, 1980) dominance toward the larger

size has also been observed.

Heritabi 1 ities

Although pod and seed size have been generally considered to be

qualitatively inherited (Hammons, 1973) ,
they have been treated as yield

components, along with other pod and seed characteristics such as shel-

ling percentage and maturity. As such, the heritability (h?) of these

traits is often obtained as one of the breeding parameters.

Heritability estimates for pod and seed size, along with other

yield components, have been shown to vary a great deal. The population

studied and the method applied in the estimation are factors that can

influence the conclusions.
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Dixit et al
. (1970), working with several homozygous lines, re-

ported estimates of broad sense heritability of 0.87 and 0.88 for mean

pod and seed weight, respectively. Shelling percentage and number of

mature pods per plant had values of 0.72 and 0.78, respectively. When

57 cultivars were studied in 3 environments (Dixit et al . , 1971), the

average values of 0.29 to 0.54 were obtained for dry weight of mature

pods per plant. When 40 cultivars were studied during 2 years and broad

sense heritabil ities were estimated, values of 0.95 for mean pod weight

and 0.86 for mean seed weight were obtained. Heritabil ities for

shelling percentage and number of days to maturity were also high (h?

values of 0.86 and 0.99, respectively). The number of mature pods per

plant had an estimate of 0.58.

In addition to the fact that broad sense heritability tends to

inflate the estimate because it considers the total genetic variance

(Falconer, 1976), estimates of heritability using a population of homo-

zygous lines will probably lead to additional overestimation. Thus, the

use of crosses between diverse lines is advisable (Hammons, 1973).

The use of F£ and backcross data yielded an estimate of narrow

sense heritability for mean peanut seed weight of 0.66 while the broad-

sense heritability was 0.76 (Martin, 1967). The use of offspring-parent

regression gave an estimate of narrow sense heritability of 0.41 and

broad sense heritability of 0.43 for mean seed weight, in a population

derived from a cross between small and large-seeded peanut lines (Patil,

1972).

In Patil ' s (1972) cross, broad sense heritability for shelling

percentage was 0.44. Sandhu and Khehra (1977) obtained broad sense

estimates ranging from 0.48 to 0.62, while narrow sense estimates ranged

from 0.04 to 0.36 when using the backcross method.
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Coffelt and Hammons (1974) reported broad sense heritabil ities

around 0.80 for peanut pod (width and length) and 0.90 for mean seed

weight. The number of pods per plant gave broad sense estimates around

0.40, similar to values obtained by Pat i 1 (1972).

Wynne and Rawlings (1978) studied the variability of yield traits

from a cross between two Virginia peanut cultivars up to the Fg

generation. The narrow sense heritabil ity estimated through the

analysis of variance components showed values of 0.89 for fruit length

and 0.62 for number of sound mature kernels.

A comparison between methods of calculating narrow sense herita-

bil ity can be made from the study of Mohammed et al
. (1978) involving

two crosses between Spanish and Virginia lines. In both crosses, and

for all traits measured, estimates from the offspring-parent regression

procedure were much lower than those from the variance analysis. For

fruit size, estimates by regression ranged 0.18-0.50 and by variance

they ranged from 0.73 to 0.92.

The use of offspring-parent regression appears to be accepted for

its reliability, since it generally yields more conservative values

(Bassett and Woods, 1978).

Correl ations

Correlation estimates are frequently used in breeding programs.

They are useful in the process of selection since they can reveal the

degree of interdependence between traits. In peanuts, relationships of

pods and seeds with each other and with other related characteristics

have been reported. Ramanathan and Raman (1968) found shelling

percentage significantly and positively correlated wtih mean pod weight

(r = 0.403 to 0.811) and mean seed weight (r = 0.318 to 0.836).
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However, in a population of homozygous lines (Kushwaha and Tawar, 1973),

shelling percentage was negatively correlated with mean pod weight

(r = -0.427) and with mean seed weight (r = -0.392), these last being

significantly and positively correlated between themselves (r = 0.427).

The number of mature pods was not significantly correlated with mean

seed weight, but it was positively correlated with mean fruit weight

(r = 0.413) at the 5% level

.

Significant and positive phenotypic correlations between pod size

and mean seed weight was reported by Patil (1972) in F
3 populations of

crosses involving small Spanish and large-podded mutants (r = 0.765 and

0.787). Pod size and shelling percentage were significantly and

negatively correlated (r = -0.319 and -0.357).

In the F
2

1

s from crosses between Spanish and Runner lines

(Coffelt and Hammons, 1974) the phenotypic correlations between mean

seed weight and pod size (length and width) were also significant and

positive (r = 0.65 to 0.75). The number of pods per plant was

essentially uncorrelated with mean seed weight (r = -0.06 to -0.14) and

with pod length or width (r = -0.04 to -0.22), although some of the r

values were significantly negative at the 1 % level.

In F2 and F 3 populations of crosses between Spanish and

Virginia types (Mohammed et al . , 1978) the genotypic correlations be-

tween fruit size (fruit length and mean fruit weight) and shelling

percentage ranged from r = -0.20 to +0.45**. Fruit size and the

percentage of mature fruits were generally uncorrelated except for one

of the crosses in a particular location, when values were negative and

ranged from r = -0.13 to -0.41**.
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Significant phenotypic correlations between seed and fruit volume

obtained from F
2

populations ranged from r = +0.83 to +0.98 but larger

fruits tended to be less dense than small fruits since correlations

between size traits and fruit density ranged from r = -0.36** to -0.83**

(Godoy and Norden, 1981). In this study, shelling percentage was

generally uncorrelated with fruit or seed size.



MATERIALS AND METHODS

Five peanut genotypes having distinct sizes of fruits and seeds

were utilized in four different crosses and their reciprocals (Table 1)

The table also shows the identification number of the reciprocal cross

by which it is referred from now on.

Table 1. Cross number and parents involved.

Cross Number Parents

594 A Krinkle x Early Bunch

594 B (Reciprocal) Early Bunch x Krinkle

595 A Krinkle x 77-2115

595 B (Reciprocal) 77-21 15 x Krinkle

596 A Krinkle x Jenkins Jumbo

596 B (Reciprocal) Jenkins Jumbo x Krinkle

597 A 77-1765 x 77-2115

597 B (Reciprocal 77-2115 x 77-1765

The lines were chosen and crossed in such a way so as to obtain

distinct parental combinations, the principal feature of each cross

17
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being the difference between parents regarding fruit and seed size.

Some of the characteristics related to each genotype can be described as

fol lows

:

Krinkle--A crinkled-leaf mutant from a Spanish line, whose leaf

character istic is a dominant genetic marker (Hammons, 1964). The seeds

are very small (30 g/100 seed) and uniform, these being the reasons this

genotype was used in three of the crosses.

Early Bunch--A spreading bunch growth habit cultivar. Seeds are

large, of the Virginia market-type, 100 seeds weighing around 105 g.

The cultivar is characterized as having uniform and well filled pods

(Norden et al . , 1977)

.

77-21 1
5—A runner growth habit experimental line (UF 77-2115)

with pods approximately similar in size to those of Early Bunch.

However, the seeds are a little smaller, 100 g per 100 seeds.

Jenkins Jumbo--A runner growth habit variety characterized by

very large pods and seeds (Hammons and Norden, 1979). Pods are well

filled and 100 seeds weigh above 140 g.

77-1765--A Spanish experimental genotype (UF 77-1765) with small

pods and seeds. Pods are well filled and the weight of 100 seeds is

35 g. This line produces an appreciable number of split pods.

Crosses were made during the spring of 1979 in the greenhouse at

the University of Florida Agronomy Farm. The F] plants were grown in

a spaced-plant nursery during the winter 1979-80 in Puerto Rico.
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An average of 20 dried, two-loculed pods, judged fully mature by

their external appearance (hardness and pronounced roughness of the ex-

ternal surface) were sampled from each F] plant. Weight and volume of

each pod were recorded and volume determinations were made by recording

the volume of water displaced after immersing the pod in a graduated

cyl inder

.

After every volume determination, the pod was placed in an open

dish on absorbent paper under an air current to remove the humidity due

to the immersion in water. Pods were then opened and the weight and

volume of the apical and the basal seed were recorded following the same

procedure described above. By basal seed it is meant the mature embryo

that developed closest to the attachment of the pod to the gynophore,

the apical seed being the more distant.

Volume determinations have proved to be a reliable procedure for

size measurements in seeds of safflower (Pawlowski, 1963), peanuts

(Godoy and Norden, 1981), common beans (Hsu, 1979) and peas (Hedley and

Ambrose, 1980). It is obvious that it could hardly be used as a routine

practice such as genotype screening or selection. However, it is a sim-

ple and efficient method when it is important to detect small size dif-

ferences (especially in materials that have irregular shapes) and when

density is to be calculated as the ratio mass/volume.

The F£ seeds, as well as seeds from each parent, were

fungicide-treated and planted in the field on June 15, 1979, at the

University of Florida Green Acres Agronomy Farm, Gainesville, in

Arredondo fine sand. The seeds were sown 60 cm apart with 91 cm between

rows. This spacing was chosen so as to reduce interplant competition.

Cultural practices were performed following guidelines used commercially

for peanuts in Florida.
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Self-pollinated F? fruits containing F3 seeds were obtained

at harvest, as well as the fruits from the self- pollinated parents.

Fruits were obtained only from those plants which appeared healthy and

developed normally throughout the season. The time of harvest was based

on previously described indicators of physiological maturation, such as:

general yellowing of foliage, loss of older leaves, hardness and pro-

nounced roughness of the external pod surface (Sturke and Buchanan,

1973) and decrease in peg strength (Bailey and Bear, 1973).

Since these methods are said to show only partial reliability for

identifying fully mature segregates, especially in a crop such as pea-

nuts in which the fruits develop underground, an additional measure was

adopted and that was to establish harvesting dates between or similar to

the harvesting dates of the parents.

The durations of the cycles of the parental lines from planting

to harvesting for the 1979 growing season were as follows: Krinkle— 1 17

days; Early Bunch--126 days; 77-2 1 15— 133 days; Jenkins Jumbo— 146 days;

77-1765--1 10 days.

After drying, pods were handpicked and a random sample of 10

apparently mature pods was taken from each plant and kept separate from

the remaining fruits from then on. An additional way to help insure

that the samples consisted only of fully mature pods was provided by

taking those pods closest to the tap root. In addition, although cer-

tain plants exhibited some one and three-loculed fruits, only the

two-loculed fruits were considered throughout the experiment.
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Weight and volume of fruits (F
2 ) and seeds (F

3 ) were obtained

from each ten-fruit sample as a whole, except for those plants that were

randomly selected to generate the F
3 lines. In these, weight and

volume of the individual pods (before and after shelling), and of the

basal and apical seeds were recorded as previously described for the

F
]

1

s.

A pedigree system of notation was used throughout the experiment

so that the plants and the individual pods and seeds measured could be

identified and traced back to their original parentage.

Additional characteristics of fruitif ication in each F
2

and

parental plant were obtained as follows: 1
)

total number of pods per

plant; 2 ) percentage of mature pods (by external evaluation, as

previously described); 3) percentage of split pods; 4) percentage of

pods with aborted seeds; and 5) weight of the remaining seeds found in

item 4.

By "split pods" it is meant any two-loculed pod that presented

some degree of separation along the pod suture before being subjected to

any mechanical pressure after harvesting.

"Pods with aborted seeds" were considered those fully developed

two-loculed pods which contained a single seed, the other seed being

confined to a trace of embryonic tissue or being completely absent. A

sample of twenty pods was evaluated in each plant to produce the percen-

tage indicated. A few cases in which both seeds presented abnormal

development were not characterized as abortion. It was assumed that

embryo failure occurring after the ovaries have started developing

(characterizing the so called "pop" condition) is likely to be due to

inherent characteristics of the plant rather than to nutritional

defficiency (Smith, 1956).
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For the F3 generation, two of the four original crosses were

used. Cross 594 and 596 were chosen because they showed significant

contrasts between crosses and because the parents involved are widely

known varieties.

The individually measured F
3

seeds as well as seeds from each

parent were fungicide-treated and planted in the field on May 7, 1980,

at the University of Florida Green Acres Agronomy Farm, Gainesville, in

Arredondo fine sand. Planting space and cultural practices were similar

to those used for the F
2

plants in the previous year. Care was taken

to maintain identity not only of the progeny lines, but also of the in-

dividual plants within lines, since they were previously identified by

the pedigree of the individual seeds planted.

The criteria used for determination of the maturity date for

individual F
3 plants were the same as those used for the F2

1

s . The

durations of the cycles of the parental lines from planting to harvest-

ing for the 1980 growing season were as follows: Kr inkl e--l 14 days (1);

Early Bunch--125 days (3); and Jenkins Jumbo--144 days (5). The numbers

in parentheses were assigned to each parent so as to rate the line by

lateness or earliness of maturity. For the 594, 595 and 597 crosses,

segregates were assigned maturity ratings of 1, 2 or 3. For the cross

596 ratings were 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 since there is an approximate dif-

ference of as much as 30 days between maturity dates of Krinkle and

Jenkins Jumbo.

Self-pollinated F 3 fruits containing the F4 seeds were ob-

tained at harvest, as well as the fruits from the self-pollinated

parents. The criteria used for harvesting and sampling were similar to

those used for the F
2

plants. Samples of 10 pods were used for the

weight and volume determinations of pod and seeds.
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Additional characteristics of each F3 and parental genotype

were recorded as follows: 1
)
vegetative growth habit; 2 ) percentage of

mature pods; 3) percentage of split pods; 4) percentage of pods with

aborted seeds; 5) weight of the remaining seeds found in item 4.

Vegetative growth habit is the rating from 1 to 9 of the angular

position of the cotyledonary branches in 75-day- old plants. A rating

of 1 to 3 identifies the erect type (more characteristic of the Spanish

type of growth) while 7 to 9 identifies the spreading (runner) type,

with branches developing close to the soil surface (Norden, personal

communication)

.

From all the weight and volume measurements, four other variables

could be obtained, as follows: fruit density = fruit weight/fruit

volume; seed density = seed weight/seed volume; shell weight = fruit

weight - 2 x seed weight); and shelling percentage = (2 x seed

weight)/fruit weight.

Table 2 shows the sizes of cross and parental populations in each

generation according to weight and volume measurements obtained on a per

plant or per seed basis.

To facilitate presentation, the variables referred to herein will be

expressed by the following initials:

FWE average fruit weight, in g

FVO average fruit volume, in ml

SWE average seed weight, in g

SVO average seed volume, in ml

FDEN average fruit density, in g/ml

SDEN average seed density, in g/ml

SHEWE average shell weight, in g

shelling percentageSHEPCT
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MAT percentage of mature pods

SPT percentage of split pods

ABOPCT percentage of pods with aborted seeds

ABOSW average weight of seeds in pods with aborted seeds

HARV maturity date ratings

TOPD total number of pods

VEG vegetative growth habit ratings

The number of observations obtained for each of the variables is

shown in Table 2. Since not all the plants presented aborted seeds, the

variable ABOSW had fewer observations, as indicated by the numbers in

parentheses

.

Frequency distributions were drawn for each parental and segre-

gating population for the variables seed and shell weight, each point

corresponding to the percentage of individuals in the corresponding

weight class. Among the fruit and seed variables recorded throughout

the experiment, shell and seed weight were used because average dry

weight is the most widely used estimator of size and is thus more

suitable for comparisons with other studies.

Since the F]'s were measured by individual fruit and seeds in

contrast to the measurements made on ten-fruit samples of the F
2 ' s and

F
3
's, corrections were necessary so that the means could be compared.

The corrections were made in the F-| means in each cross by calculating

the percentage increase of the arithmetic mean between parents measured

on an individual fruit basis in relation to that measured on a ten-fruit

basis. This percentage was subtracted from the F] mean to obtain the

corrected value.

The estimations presented in Table 3 and 4 were obtained as

f0 1 lows:
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Table 2. Numbers of plants and/or seeds measured
in each cross or parental population

Generation Cross or Population Size
Parent Plants Seeds

F
1

594A

594B

595A

595B

596A

596B

597A

597B

-

96

98

94

92

82

94

68

66

F
2

594A 82(31) 228

594B 108(39) 216

595A 44(20) 172

595B 47(22) 176

596A 63(32) 222

596B 63(29) 210

597A 43(29) 184

597B 60(36) 178

Parents Kri nkle 46(4) 98

Early Bunch 38(10) 98

77-2115 35(17) 84

Jenkins Jumbo 49(11) 96

77-1765 28(7) 98

F
3

594A 184(91) -

594B 181(91) -

596A 163(85) -

596B 166(110) -

Parents Krinkle 35(7) -

Early Bunch 30(18) -

Jenkins Jumbo 26(17) -



MP = arithmetic mean between the parents = (P] + P^) /2

GM = geometric mean between the parents =^7] x P
2

(
h
l)

= degree of dominance = (F] - MP)/(F
1

- MP) (Petr and

Frey, 1966).

(h
2 )

= degree of dominance = (F] - GM)/(7] - GM)

Inbreeding depression % (F
1

- F
2 )

= 100(F-j - F
2 )/F]

(Singh, 1973)

Inbreeding depression % (F-j - F
3 )

= 100(7] - F
3 )/F|

where

P] = mean of the small parent

F2 = mean of the large parent

F], F
2

and F
3 = means of the F] , F

2
and F

3

populations, respectively.

For the above calculations, the means for Krinkle, Early Bunch

and Jenkins Jumbo represent the average of two years.

(P,-P )

2

The "minimum number of factors" (K) was calculated by 1 —
8 x

’

where V G is the genotypic variance as described for the broad-sense

heritabi 1 i ty estimates. The K estimate depends on the assumptions that

the genes act additively, and that the loci have equal effects and are

not linked (Falconer, 1976).

The narrow sense her i tab i 1 ities represent the slope of the re-

gression of the F3 progeny means on the means of the F2 plants

(Falconer, 1976). The broad-sense heritabil ities were calculated withi

crosses and within generations, as:

(Mahmud and Kramer, 1951),
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Weber and Moorthy, 1952; Coffelt and Hammons, 1974; Mohammed et al.,

1978). The pooled parental within plot variance (variance among indivi-

cual parental plants in two years) is represented by the expression

yv
p

x Vp . This value is subtracted from the F
^

(or other generation)

within plot variance to estimate the genotypic variance, the denominator

of the equation being the phentoypic variance. The validity of the

equation depends on the assumptions that environmental factors affect

both segregating and parental genotypes to the same extent and that the

variability observed within the parental lines is solely environmental,

since the lines are homozygous.

The genotypic correlations were calculated as described by Petr

and Frey (1 966)

:

where Cov and V represent covariance and variance, respectively. The

expressions in parentheses in the denominator represent the genotypic

variances for traits x and y, calculated as mentioned before. The Cov

values are the phenotypic covariances contained in the equation for

estimating the phenotypic correlations between x and y with each segre-

gating population, i.e., Cov
v. - ^

The significance tests were performed by comparing the estimates with

table values of r at the 95 and 99% levels of significance (Steel and

Torrie, 1960). The degrees of freedom were considered n-2. Except for

the variable ABOSW, all the others used the number of observations

(plants) indicated in Table 2. The number of observations for ABOSW are

Cov.- - / Cov
p

x Cov

r
G

r

shown in Table 3.
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Another experiment was carried out in the greenhouse at the

Agronomy Farm, University of Florida, during the Spring of 1980.

Crosses were made involving Krinkle and Jenkins Jumbo parents and the

cross products as well as the products of the self-pollinated flowers

were harvested at weekly intervals to determine the growth pattern of

the hybrid seeds (growing within both maternal environments) in compari-

son to the growth of the self-pollinated seeds. The cross 594 (Krinkle

x Jenkins Jumbo) was chosen since it represents the greatest range of

sizes existing in this material.

Krinkle flowers were pollinated with pollen from Jenkins Jumbo

and vice-versa, while other flowers in the same parental plants were

allowed to self-pol 1 inate. The crossing and the system of identifica-

tion of the pegs were made following the techniques described by Norden

(1973). Pegs were marked with colored wires soon before soil penetra-

tion and the date of pegging was recorded. In order to avoid any dif-

ference in fruit development due to differences in date of pegging, a

table was used in which each peg was identified by a number and the

harvesting was done by fruit age across dates of pegging. At each har-

vesting date the fresh volume of individual unopened healthy fruits was

recorded. Fruits were then opened and the fresh volume of both seeds

per pod was taken. Seeds were kept separate and their volume was again

recorded after drying at 60°C for 48 hours. Growth of fruits and seeds

was plotted against time in weeks (Figures 7 to 11). An average of 5

observations was obtained for each data point.

In order to compare the growth of parental and hybrid seeds with

emphasis on the linear phases, the dry volume data were separated into

three phases (Dure, 1975), the linear phase in each curve being tenta-

tively obtained through estimations of linear regression equations.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Frequency Distributions and Comparisons Between Means

Figures 1 to 6 show the frequency distributions and means of seed

and shell weights of parental and segregating populations from four dif-

ferent crosses. Differences between reciprocals, as well as comparisons

of the mean of each cross with the midparent (MP) and the geometric mean

(GM) were studied. In each cross, reciprocals were considered sepa-

rately so as to detect differences that might reflect the presence of

extra-nuclear factors (Figures 1 to 6). If maternal inheritance were

present, reciprocals A and B would each resemble more its maternal

parent. However, in all crosses studied, the reciprocal means and the

distributions were not different enough to indicate cytoplasmic influ-

ence on shells or seeds, both reciprocals behaving similarly as to their

locations along the range between the parents.

The most noticeable feature observed was the tendency of the mean

of both reciprocals to be closer to the small parental mean than to the

large parental mean. Although there were some small differences between

seed and shell weight means within crosses, the tendency was essentially

similar in both traits, i.e., almost all cross means deviated to some

degree from the midparent value (arithmetic mean between the parents),

falling somewhere between this and the mean of the small parent.

It can be also observed that the cross means tended to deviate

further from the midparent in wider crosses such as that between Krinkle

and Jenkins Jumbo. This would immediately suggest the presence of

29
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dominance of small size, Jenkins Jumbo probably having most size genes

recessive. However, it is important to notice that the difference be-

tween the arithmetic and geometric means became larger as the difference

between the parents increases. Furthermore, in those crosses where the

distance between the parents was relatively small, the skewness of the

distribution and the deviation of the mean from the midparent was less

pronounced, the distance between the geometric and the arithmetic mean

being also small.

The t-test analysis for comparison of the mean of each reciprocal

cross population with MP and GM (Figures 1 to 6) indicated that the

population means were significantly lower than the midparent (MP) in

almost all cases. When compared to the geometric means (GM), greater

similarities were observed especially between the geometric means and

the F] means. Furthermore, in those crosses where the distance

between the parents was relatively short, the skewness of the distribu-

tion and the deviation of the mean from the midparent was less pro-

nounced, the distance beteen the geometric and the arithmetic mean being

also short.

The facts mentioned above are in close agreement with an early

hypothesis discussed in relation to the data on size of tomato fruits

(MacArthur and Butler, 1938). The basic size factors would be those

controlling rates of cell division or duration of active mitosis during

ovary formation. Higher rates would produce ovaries with larger number

of cells which, upon expansion would produce a fruit (or seed) with size

proportional to that number. Since cell division causes the number of

cells to increase geometrically, differences in size will also be

geometric. Thus, if genes controlling rates of cell division act addi-

tively, a cross between large and small sizes would produce offspring
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with a mean size resembling the geometric mean and the distribution of

individuals being more or less skewed toward the small size.

As mentioned earlier, small differences could be observed between

seed and shell distributions in each cross. While, in Early Bunch the

weight of one seed was greater than that of the shell, this difference

was not as great in 77-2115 and, in Jenkins Jumbo, average seed weight

was even lower than the average shell weight. However, the skewness of

the distribution of the segregates relative to the parents followed the

same rules mentioned before, i.e., the larger the parental difference,

the more pronounced is the skewness toward the smaller parent. Despite

these seed/ she! 1 differences, it is difficult to separate the segrega-

tion pattern of the seed from that of the shell since their behavior was

essentially similar.

Tables 3 and 4 show the arithmetic and geometric means between

the parents for each cross. These theoretical values can be compared

with the actual means obtained in each cross and an estimate can be made

as to the presence or absence of dominance.

Means from the crosses have been compared with the arithmetic

means between parents, whether in single crosses (Petr and Frey, 1966;

Kotecha and Zimmerman, 1978) or in dial lei crosses (Cahaner et al.,

1979; Wynne et al., 1970), the deviations being interpreted as

dominance. From a work on an interspecific cross of soybeans, however,

it was pointed out that for traits that involve growth rates, organ

sizes, or similar volumetric characteri sties, gene action cannot be

defined until the proper scale of measurement is ascertained (Weber,

1950)

.
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The t-test for significance between the F] means (both recipro-

cal combined) again showed a closer agreement with the geometric than

with the arithmetic means of the parents, especially for shell weight.

In crosses 594 and 595 both geometric and arithmetic means were not

significantly different from the F-j's. The only exception was in

Cross 597 where both F-j's were smaller.

The degree of dominance was used solely as a means to evaluate

the differences obtained when this parameter was estimated by using MP

or GM. From the results it can be noted that there are differences as

to whether the degree of dominance was obtained by comparison with the

arithmetic mean (h-]) or with the geometric mean (h
2 ). The F-]

means being closer to the geometric mean indicates a lower level of

dominance when the data are considered on a geometric scale, since

values for (l^) were smaller in magnitude than the (h-j) values,

except for shell weight in cross 594.

While in Cross 595 and 596 the degree of dominance was greatly

reduced from (h-|) to (h
2 ). Cross 597 showed an (h

2 ) magnitude of

0.30 for seed weight. On the other hand. Cross 594 showed a change in

the direction of the dominance when the geometric mean was used for the

calculations.

From the observations above, it appears that, although there may

be some dominance effect in certain crosses, the phenotypic expression

of "dominance" for pod and seed size in peanuts is strongly conditioned

by the difference between the parents and by the scale of measurement

used

.
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The offspring were concentrated closer to the small than to the

large parent, especially in the wider crosses, indicating large geno-

typic differences between the parents involved. Thus, the use of dis-

tant lines as parents is not advisable if sizes similar to the large

parent are desired.

In addition to the lower values of the F]'s in relation to the

midparent value, a further depression of the means in the F
2

1

s and

F3
1

s was observed, to the point of making these means even lower than

the geometric means. The calculated inbreeding depression percentages

yielded positive values, except in cross 597. Positive values indicate

that the depression occurred toward the smaller parent, i.e., farther

from MP or GM. Weber (1950) observed similar behavior in an interspe-

cific soybean cross and suggested either inbreeding or partial sterility

as the cause for such phenomena. However, inbreeding depression cannot

explain the results in such cases since the F
2 and F

3 means were

lower than the F] and not higher, as it would be the case if dominance

of the small size is assumed.

Since the present study involves widely divergent fruit and seed

size types a certain amount of sterility could be suggested, which

selectively favors the appearance of larger numbers of small-podded

plants

.

The calculations of the minimum number of factors by which the

parental genotypes would differ in each cross agreed to some extent with

the relative phenotypic difference between the parents. Although this

estimate is not completely reliable since additivity, absence of linkage
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and equality of gene effects must be assumed, it provides some indica-

tion that several loci are involved in the inheritance of either seed or

shell weight (or both).

Correl ations

Tables 5 to 10 show the genotypic correlations estimated between

size traits of fruits and seeds (namely, FVO, SWE, SVO and SHEWE) and

other characteristics observed in populations derived from four crosses.

Reciprocals were considered separately so that the estimates could be

observed twice in each cross and each generation.

Size traits of fruits and seeds were highly and positively cor-

related among themselves. Thus, variation in size could be routinely

evaluated by any of these measurements, probably by averaging pod

weight, since it is the simplest and the most rapid procedure. However,

despite these high estimates, the relationships involving traits such as

FDEN and SHEPCT allow the detection of variations other than those

inherent to size "per se": fruit density (FDEN) and shelling percentage

(SHEPCT) yielded non-significant or significantly negative values when

paired with the sizes traits (especially with FVO), the significant

values being more frequently observed with FDEN than with SHEPCT. It

may also be observed that correlations between either SVO or SWE with

FDEN or SHEPCT were generally smaller in magnitude than the FVO vs.

FDEN and FVO vs. SHEPCT pairs.

The observations discussed above indicate that, although seed

size follows a pattern of segregation similar to that of pod size,

therefore producing high correlation values between them, there still is

variation in the ability of the seeds to fill pods completely, seeds

being generally more tighly packed in the smaller pods.
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The total number of pods per plant was significantly and nega-

tively correlated with size of fruits and seeds in the majority of the 8

F
2

populations observed. Estimates were particularly high in both

populations of Cross 596. The lowest values observed were in Cross 597

where the estimates between TOPD and size traits were essentially non-

significant. In the peanut literature size is not always correlated

with number of pods (Soomro, 1975) although it tends to be neagtive

(Coffelt and Hammons, 1974). The fact that, in the present case, the

highest values were obtained in the widest of the crosses (596) suggests

that substantial differences in size among the segregates should be

necessary in order to produce detectable relationships between size and

number of fruits or seeds.

The present crosses failed to show a strong relationship between

size traits and the percentage of mature pods. Fruit density and shel-

ling percentage also were not consistently related to MAT, indicating

that the external appearance of mature pods is not always a good indica-

tor of dense or well -filled pods.

Relationships between size traits and percentage of fruits with

aborted seeds (ABOPCT) ranged from not significant to significantly

positive, the strongest relationship being observed in the F
2

genera-

tion of Cross 594. This shows a slight tendency of larger-podded plants

to present higher amounts of abortion. Higher abortion percentages also

occurred in plants with higher proportions of immature pods. These re-

lationships may suggest abortion as a mechanism by which peanut plants

regulate their fruit load depending on the assimilate available.
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ABOSW was strongly correlated with the size traits, especially in

the F
2

and F
3

generations of Cross 596, further indication of the

maternal influence on the final seed size. However, it should be

noticed that the magnitudes of the FVO vs. SWE correlations were higher

than those of the FVO vs. ABOSW estimates. This observation, added to

the fact that the estimates of FVO vs. ABOSW were higher in Cross 596,

provides additional evidence that the maternal influence is not total,

the genotype inherent to the seed itself playing a certain role in the

final size reached by the seed.

SPT was not significantly correlated with size traits. In

addition, the correlations between SPT and FDEN were general 1
1 y positive

but non-significant, except in the F
2 population of Cross 594A. Thus,

the appearance of split pods could not be explained on the basis of

growth of genetically larger seeds in small pod cavities.

Correlations involving maturity date (HARV) and size traits were

too inconsistent to allow the identification of any relationship. Some

consistency was observed in the positive estimates between HARV and the

traits TOPD and VEG, although the values generally were not significant.

Later-matur i ng plants tended to have greater numbers of fruits and more

decumbent growth habits. In addition, VEG and HARV were, to a limited

extent, positively correlated in both crosses studied.

Although small in magnitude, some significant estimates were ob-

tained between HARV and ABOSW, no significant relationship being

observed in populations of Cross 596.
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Heritabi 1 ities

Table 11 shows estimates of narrow-sense heritability for thir-

teen variables in two crosses obtained from the the regression of the

F
3

progeny means on the individual F
2

plants. Estimates from fruit

and seed size, measured either by volume or weight, were high in both

crosses, indicating that size traits can be effectively selected early

in the breeding program.

Slightly smaller values for seed size in relation to those for

fruit size can be observed. This indicates that seeds are more

influenced by environmental variation than are the pods. The herit-

ability of shell weight was lower, but it must be remembered, that shell

weight values were obtained indirectly by subtracting SWE multiplied by

two, from the FWE value which may have caused some additional non-

genetic variation.

Fruit density and shelling percentage, both characteristics that

indicate the extent to which the seeds filled the pods, showed medium

values of heritability. Cross 596 producing values slighty higher.

The broad-sense estimates (Tables 12 and 13) show that the genetic

variation comprises over fifty percent of the total phenotypic

variation. Seed density had a low heritability whether estimated in

narrow or broad sense. Thus, most all the variation in seed density

occurring between individual plants is likely to be environmental.

The percentage of mature fruits also shows a large proportion of

environmental influence. The highest heritability estimate was 0.75

(broad sense) in the F
3 generation of Cross 594, but, in general, the

values remained around 0.50. Narrow-sense heritability was higher in
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Table 11. Narrow-sense heritabilities for
thirteen variables estimated by
regression of F~ progeny means on
individual F„ ^plants in two peanut
crosses.

Vari able Heritabi lity

Cross

594 596

FWE 0.80 0.82

FVO 0.83 0.81

SWE 0.78 0.76

SVO 0.82 0.72

FDEN 0.29 0.47

SDEN 0.00 0.22

SHEWE 0.67 0.79

SHEPCT 0.37 0.39

MAT 0.48 0.10

ABOPCT 0.23 0.24

ABOSW 0.39 0.65

SPT 0.54 0.00

HARV 0.09 0.04
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Table 12. Broad-sense heritabilities for

thirteen variables in the generation

of four peanut crosses.

Variable Heritability

Cross

594 595 596 597

FWE 0.85 0.69 0.82 0.86

FVO 0.83 0.68 0.85 0.91

SWE 0.83 0.67 0.81 0.84

SVO 0.81 0.68 0.79 0.87

FDEN 0.60 0.54 0.67 0.44

SDEN 0.24 0.13 0.15 0.08

SHEWE 0.77 0.44 0.77 0.83

SHEPCT 0.69 0.40 0.77 0.83

TOPD 0.89 0.85 0.83 0.62

MAT 0.48 0.51 0.42 0.55

ABOPCT 0.74 0.88 0.86 0.82

ABOSW 0.60 0.00 0.23 0.05

SPT—

^

0.90 0.94 0.80 0.70

]J Estimate in Cross 596 used (Vp + V
p

)/2 instead ofyVp^ x V
p
^

as

the pooled parental variance since the variance of SPT in Jenkins

Jumbo was zero.
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Table 13. Broad-sense heritabilities for

thirteen variables in the F
3

generation of two crosses.

Variable Heritability

Cross

594 596

FWE 0.87 0.87

FVD 0.88 0.89

SWE 0.86 0.85

SVO 0.86 0.83

FDEN 0.78 0.72

SDEN 0.00 0.00

SHEWE 0.66 0.76

SHEPCT 0.42 0.66

MAT 0.75 0.42

ABOPCT 0.90 0.88

ABOWSW 0.50 0.50

SPT—/ 0.99 0.99

VEG 0.59 0.88

1/ Estimates in both crosses used (V D + V D )/2 instead of
K

1

V
2

W
Vp

x Vp as the pooled parental variance since the variances

of SPT in Early Bunch and Jenkins Jumbo were zero.
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Cross 594 than in Cross 596. Since in cross 596 the narrow-sense esti-

mate was much lower than the broad-sense estimate, it can be suggested

that a component of the genetic variation other than the additive may be

present to a higher degree when Krinkle is crossed with Jenkins Jumbo

than when Krinkle is crossed with Early Bunch.

ABOPCT showed high values of broad-sense heritabil ity, although

the narrow-sense estimates were low. The equation for broad-sense

heritabil ity compares the phenotypic variance observed in the segregates

in relation to that observed in the parents. Since the percentage of

aborted seeds and the variation in this percentage were much lower in

the parental lines, high values of broad-sense heritabil ity were

obtained. This indicates that the appearance of abortion in the crosses

studied is due to genetic causes. The same could be applied to SPT,

where the parental variation was very small or non-existent in some

cases

.

Values of heritabil ity for ABOSW, whether narrow or broad-sense,

were low or medium in magnitude. The values around 0.50 or over, espe-

cially the 0.65 narrow-sense heritabil ity observed in Cross 596, confirm

the hypothesis that seeds attain their size not only as a function of

the sizes of the pod cavity, but also due to their own inherent geno-

types, although one can expect as much as 50% of the variation to be

attributed to the environment, when the seeds grow with less pod

restrai nt

.

Narrow-sense heritabil ity was nearly zero for the maturity date

ratings (HARV). However, the broad-sense estimates, if calculated,

would be 1.00 in all cases because the variation within the parents was

0.00, since all plants in each parent were harvested on the same day.
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It is likely that the procedure used here to identify canopy maturation

is not reliable for use as a selection procedure, although it was useful

to avoid leaving earl ier-senescing plants in the field for longer

periods of time.

The narrow-sense estimates for fruit and seed size were almost as

large as the broad-sense values. In both generations of Crosses 594 and

596 the broad-sense values for fruit weight and volume ranged from 0.82

to 0.89 while estimates for seed weight and volume ranged from 0.79 to

0.86. Both crosses considered, the narrow-sense values ranged from 0.80

to 0.83 for fruit weight and volume and from 0.72 to 0.82 for seed

weight and volume. These observations characterize two points: 1) The

larger values obtained for the narrow-sense regression estimates in re-

lation to previous reports (Patil, 1972; Mohammed et al . , 1978) are

likely to be due to the broader range of sizes existing in crosses be-

tween widely different lines, such as in the present case; and 2) The

lack of large differences obtained between the broad and narrow-sense

estimates can be indicative of the strong role of the additive variance

existing in these crosses.

Table 14 shows estimates of narrow-sense heritability obtained by

regression of F
3

plant means on individual F
2

fruits (or seeds, when

the traits are SWE, SVD or SDEN). The intention was to assess the pos-

sibility of breeding for size or pod-filling traits by using a single

seed descent method, which would require less space and time in compari-

son with other methods.
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Table 14. Narrow-sense heritabilities for eight
variables estimated by regression of F_

plant means on individual F
?

fruits
(or seeds) in two peanut ^ crosses.

Vari able He ritability

Cross

594 596

FWE 0.63 0.58

FVO 0.60 0.48

SWE 0.53 0.46

SVO 0.44 0.46

FDEN 0.04 0.16

SDEN 0.02 0.04

SHEWE 0.48 0.43

SHEPCT 0.25 0.22
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By comparison with the estimates obtained in Table 11 a reduction

was observed in the magnitude of heritability in all traits studied and

in both crosses. This indicates that selection would not be as effi-

cient using a single seed descent procedure as it woulb be when using

average size per plant. It also indicates that a large portion of the

withinplant variation in fruit and seed size and in the pod-filling

attributes is non-genetic. On the other hand, it should be noted that,

despite the non-genetic causes, there appears to be a significant por-

tion of heritable variation since the heritability estimates were kept

to a reasonably high level, especially for the fruit and seed size

traits

.

Seed Size with Reduced Pod Restraint

Few reports have documented seed abortion in peanuts, although

this is a commonly observed phenomenon. When a seed fails to develop

during the peg stage, the portion of the ovary containing it also fails

to grow. However, failures occurring after pod enlargement has begun do

not seem to inhibit the completion of pod development, resulting in de-

veloped pods with generally a single seed (Smith, 1956).

Although calcium deficiency in the fruiting zone has been con-

sidered a major cause for embryo abortion, there is a certain percentage

of seed failure even when calcium supply is adequate (Smith, 1954).

Taking advantage of this inherent loss of reproductive effi-

ciency, an attempt was made to compare the average weight of seeds in

two-seeded pods (SWE) with the weight of seeds found in those pods where

one of the seeds had aborted (ABOSW).
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Tables 15 and 16 show the average SWE and ABOSW in the parental

as well as in the segregating populations of four crosses, the average

SWE, in this case, being calculated only from those plants that also

produced data for ABOSW.

Since the causes and consequences of abortion cannot be com-

pletely defined, it is difficult to determine the degree of certainty

with which the ABOSW means can represent the true potential size of the

seeds, in quantitative terms. However, such values can provide addi-

tional information on the role of the maternal genotype on seed size and

the importance of space limitation for seed growth. In addition, a cer-

tain quantification can be tried if the ABOSW values are considered as

lower bounds of the growth capacity of individual seeds when compared to

the SWE values.

Whether in the parental lines or in the segregates, ABOSW means

were always larger than the corresponding SWE means. The coefficients

of variation were also increased in all cases, especially in the paren-

tal populations, where they nearly doubled, indicating ABOSW presented

larger susceptibility to environmental variations in relation to the SWE

values where seeds do not grow so freely.

The fact that, when one seed aborts the other can grow larger,

has been suggested as evidence for the mechanical limitation of seed

growth (Duncan et al
. , 1979). This would also suggest that the filling

period could be extended by providing the seeds with additional space so

that their full development could be attained.

Some interesting observations can also be made if one compares

the percentage increase in weight due to seed abortion in relation to

the weight of seeds growing in pods with no abortion (Tables 15 and

16).
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Table 15. Mean and coefficient of variation (CV)

for SWE and corresponding ABOSW in eight
parental populations, and the percentage
weight increase due to abortion.

%

Weight
Population^ SWE CV ABOSW CV

we
i

y

m u

Increase

Krinkle (1979) 0.32 4.06 0.39* 12.05 21.87

Krinkle (1980) 0.30 5.33 0.36** 13.33 20.00

Early Bunch (1979) 1.03 6.21 1.10 10.91 6.80

Early Bunch (1980) 1.05 6.66 1.18** 12.71 12.38

Jenkins Jumbo (1979) 1.69 5.92 2.04* 18.63 20.71

Jenkins Jumbo (1980) 1.58 7.59 1.93** 13.47 22.15

77-2115 1.00 7.60 1.10* 14.54 10.00

77-1765 0.38 6.32 0.45** 15.78 18.42

1/ Number in parenthesis; refers to year in which the line was grown.

* Significantly different from the corresponding Mean SWE at the
5 % level

.

** Significantly different from the corresponding Mean SWE at the
1% 1 evel

.
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Table 16. Mean and coefficient of variation (CV) for
SWE and corresponding ABOSW per generation
for the cross and reciprocal cross populations
and the percentage weight increase due to
abortion.

Gene rati on

and
Cross

Mean

SWE
CV

Mean
ABOSW

CV
%

Weight
Increase

F
?

Generation

594A 0.51 17.84 0.63** 22.22 23.53

594B 0.49 19.39 0.59** 23.73 20.41

595A 0.46 14.13 0.59** 23.73 28.26

595B 0.46 10.00 0.53** 18.87 15.22

596A 0.63 17.46 0.80** 16.25 26.98

696B 0.63 17.46 0.79** 21.52 25.40

597A 0.53 18.68 0.64** 20.31 20.75

597B 0.55 21.82 0.68** 22.06 23.64

F_ Generation

594A 0.49 17.75 0.53* 22.64 8.16

594B 0.45 24.44 0.52** 25.00 15.56

596A 0.66 22.73 0.81** 24.69 22.73

596B 0.60 21.67 0.78** 21.79 30.00

* Significantly different from the corresponding Mean SWE at the
5% level

.

**Significantly different from the corresponding Mean SWE at the
1% level

.
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It can be noted in Table 15 that the parental lines differed in

the extent to which seed weight was increased due to abortion. Percen-

tages ranged approximately from 7 for Early Bunch in 1979 to 22 for

Jenkins Jumbo in 1980. Perhaps the most important fact is that Early

Bunch and 77-2115 were the lines that presented the lowest percentage

weight increase. Early Bunch is a highly improved line. Its seeds fill

the pod well but are not so tightly packed to the point of causing

excessive seed damage during shelling operations. Line 77-2115 has a

background common to Early Bunch and is described as a line whose pods

are not well-filled.

The above observations are evidence that, although the size of

the pod cavity may influence, by mechanical restraint, the final size of

seeds, seeds with genotypes for a size smaller than the space provided

by the pod may stop growing before the pod is fully filled. Lines

Krinkle, Jenkins Jumbo and 77-1765 generally fill their pods well. The

percentage weight increase due to abortion in these three genotypes

ranged from 18 for line 77-1765 to 22 for Jenkins Jumbo in 1980.

The ABOSW in segregating populations from crosses involving the

mentioned parents can be observed in Table 16 compared to the respective

SWE. Means of ABOSW were significantly different from the SWE means at

the 1% level, except for Cross 594A in the F
3

generation, where the

means were different at the 5% level.

Although the differences in percentage weight increase between

the segregating populations were not so clearcut, some observations can

be made. Except for the Cross 594, the other three crosses had either
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Early Bunch or 77-2115 as one of the parents. In fact, considering both

the cross and reciprocal together for each cross, it can be noted that

Cross 596 produced percentage weight increases higher than the other

three crosses. These observations demonstrate that there are differ-

ences between genotypes in their potential ability to produce larger

seeds, irrespective of the size of the pod cavity. In addition, it must

be pointed out that the final size of seeds when born in two-seeded pods

does not appear to be an indicator of how large the seeds can grow when

given more space. Early Bunch seeds are larger than Krinkle seeds and

seem to have less ability to grow further. However, Jenkins Jumbo seeds

are larger than Early Bunch and still, remarkably, show a higher percen-

tage weight increase due to abortion. Despite the fact that Jenkins

Jumbo seeds average over 1.5 grams in "normal pods", they reached 2.0

grams/seed in "aborted" pods.

Growth of Individual Parental and F] Seeds

Dure (1975) provided a generalized description of the develop-

mental pattern of legume seed formation, characterizing three phases:

one exponential (rapid cell division and size increase), one linear

(growth at a steady rate) and one (plateau) corresponding to cessation

of growth and dessiccation.

Comparisons between the growth of Krinkle and Jenkins Jumbo seeds

and of the F-] seeds resulting from reciprocal crosses between them are

shown in Figure 7. Regression lines were fitted to the data points so

as to better identify the distinct phases in each of the four genotypes,

especially the linear phase (Table 17).
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Table 17. Regression equations and coefficients of
determination (r2) for dry seed volume and
weight (Y) against fruit age in weeks (x)
during the linear phase in parental and
reciprocal hybrid seeds of Cross 596.

Parent
or

Li near
phase
(weeks)

Equation (r
2

)

hybri

d

Volume Weight

Krinkle 2 - 8 Y = -0.19 + O.llx Y = -0.20 + 0. lOx

(r
2 = 0.98) (r

2 = 0.99)

596A 2 - 8 Y = -0.22 + 0.1 3x Y = -0.17 + 0. 12x

(r
2

= 0.97) (r
2 = 0.92)

596B 6 - 10 Y = -1 .56 + 0. 27x Y = -1.45 + 0.25x

(r
2

= 0.83) (r
2

= 0.79)

J. Jumbo 4 - 10 Y = -1.44 + 0.35x Y = -1.36 + 0 . 32x

(r
2 = 0.92) <r

2 = 0.94)
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The first phase could not be readily identified since a much

larger number of observations should be concentrated in that region in

order to quantify it. However, it could be observed that this initial

phase is rather short in Krinkle seeds (around two weeks), while in

Jenkins Jumbo seeds this phase appeared to be longer, lagging behind

that of Krinkel by two weeks, i.e., the linear phase started four weeks

after pegging. Schenk (1961) reported three weeks' lapse before the

beginning of the linear phase in Virginia-type seeds.

Significant observations can be made regarding comparison between

the linear phases. Large differences could be observed between the two

parents, linear growth of Krinkle seeds proceeding at a much lower rate

than that of Jenkins Jumbo. Growth (in dry volume) of Krinkle seeds,

calculated from Weeks 2 to 8, was approximately 0.015 ml per day, cor-

responding to a dry weight increase of 15 mg/seed/day. For Jenkins

Jumbo, the daily increase in volume, as calculated from weeks four to

ten, was 0.047 which was approximately 46 mg/seed/day as obtained from

the dry weight measurements.

The end of the linear phase could be observed in Krinkle. Seeds

increased steadily in size until Week 8, after which no more growth was

observed. At Week 10, when the last sampling was taken for Jenkins

Jumbo, seeds were still growing linearly and the growth rate showed no

signs of levelling off. Since at this point seeds had not reached the

final size characteristic of the variety, it is assumed that the linear

phase was to continue for a certain time beyond the tenth week, making

this period longer than forty-two days.
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The similarity in the shape of the curves obtained from the

hybrid seeds in relation to their female parents is readily noticeable,

showing the effect of the maternal genotype on seed size. However, the

hybrid seeds in Krinkle pods grew at a little faster rate than the

selfed seed of Krinkle, reaching a larger size by the eighth week. At

that point the difference between these two means was significant at the

5% level. The rate of growth of 596A seeds, as measured during the

linear phase, was calculated as 0.018 mililiters of increase in volume

per day, which corresponds to 18 mg/seed/day on a dry weight basis.

Comparisons between fresh and dry measurements of volume can be

helpful in explaining the degree of expansion of the embryonic tissue

and the extent to which it reduces in size upon drying. Figure 8 shows

the growth of 596A and Krinkle seeds measured as fresh volume of two

seeds. Here, the differences in growth rate between parental and hybrid

seeds are even more apparent. Krinkle seeds appeared to have reached

their maximum size by week seven while the hybrid seeds reached their

maximum as early as the fourth week. The near-horizontal ity of the line

from week four to week eleven suggests that the hybrid seeds were con-

siderably restrained by the pod wall after week four. It can be seen

that, at that time, Krinkle pods had already reached their maximum sizes

( Figure 9)

.

It can be suggested that, due to this rapid expansion early in

fruit development, the swollen hybrid seeds may exert a strong pressure

against the pod wall to the point of enlarging the pod. In fact, it

could be noticed that the hybrid 596A seeds were indeed a little larger

than would be expected. The volume of two dry Krinkle seeds from the

same plants averaged 0.62 ml, which is close to that obtained in field
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conditions (0.60 ml), while the mean volume for 596A seeds at week

eleven was 0.78 ml. In addition, as shown in Figure 9, the pods bearing

the hybrid seeds were also slightly larger (1.32 ml of fresh volume)

than those bearing the parental seeds (1.20 ml).

In previous crosses, using either Krinkle or Jenkins Jumbo as one

of the parents, it was observed that the F-| seeds growing within the

small parental pods were slightly heavier than the selfed counterparts

.

The difference was attributed to the fact that the parental seeds were

somewhat undersized due to being originated from later flowers (Godoy

and Norden, 1981). However, in the present case, this cause was elimi-

nated by crossing and self-pollinating during the same period of time.

It is difficult to make conclusive statements, since the samples

used in each data point were small and, also, because only one cross

with two genotypes was evaluated. However, the observations suggest

that not only can the growth of the F-j seeds can be restrained by the

pod cavity but also that, due to the larger genotype, these seeds can

exert some pressure against the pod wall causing some extra enlargement

of the pod.

A few cases are reported in the literature which provide some

further evidence for the above. Smith (1950) had stated that "the

shapes and orientations of the seeds determine the forms of pod segments

and the depths of the constrictions." Davies (1975) observed the ap-

pearance of F i
seeds larger than both parental seeds in pea crosses.

In common beans, a plant which produces very small pods produced pods up

to twice as large when crossed with pollen from a large-podded line.

The phenomenon was described as "metaxenia" and it was suggested that
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the effect would be caused by hormones produced by the embryo, espe-

cially during the first 5-10 days of pod growth (Freytag, 1979).

Hybrid 596B seeds presented a growth pattern more similar to

Jenkins Jumbo seeds. However, some differences could be noticed between

the two curves in Figure 7 resulting in smaller F] seeds at the end of

the tenth week. The most marked difference appeared to occur at the

initial phase, before the seeds resumed linear growth. This phase was

two weeks longer in the hybrid than it was in the parental seeds. The

linear phase, represented by the line judged to best fit the data for

dry seeds, appeared to start on week 6 and to continue beyond week 10.

The growth rate modification due to the cross also appears evident in

the fresh seeds (Figure 10). While 596B hybrid seeds were still in-

creasing in size by week 10, the selfed Jenkins Jumbo seeds appeared to

have reached their maximum fresh volume at week 7, the point at which

the fresh seeds may have started reaching the pod wall (Figure 11).

The difference in rate of linear growth between 596B hybrid and

Jenkins Jumbo seeds can be observed in Figure 7. Measured from weeks 6

to 10, the calculated rate of volume increase for 596B seeds was 0.038

mil i 1 iters per day, which is equivalent to 36 mg/seed/day when calcu-

lated from the curves of dry weight. As mentioned before, the growth

rate of Jenkins Jumbo seeds was 46 mg/seed/day on a dry weight basis.

Additional data would be necessary to provide more precise infor-

mation on the effect of the seed's genotype on its final size. However,

results from a wide cross such as between Krinkle and Jenkins Jumbo pro-

vide an indication that both maternal and embryonic genotypes contribute

to the size expression of the seeds, although the type and extent of the
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influence that the maternal environment has on the growth of hybrid

seeds cannot be established with certainty.

Since 596B seeds grew within a larger pod cavity, it would be

expected that the growth pattern would be one more closely resembling an

average between the parents. As this was not the case, a maternal

influence can be suggested, probably related to the supply of assimi-

lates from the mother-plant to the seeds. On the other hand, it can

also be suggested that this influence is not total, since growth of 596B

and Jenkins Jumbo seeds were evidently dissimilar. Regarding this dis-

similarity, it appears that some event occurring prior to the linear

phase, probably related to cotyledonary cell division (Dure, 1975), is

the most important effect accounting for some difference in seed size

between these hybrids and the large parental seeds at the end of week

10.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this research was to examine the genetics and

interrelationships of fruit and seed size on the basis of their dif-

ferential segregation, in crosses involving peanut genotypes widely

different in these traits.

Four crosses were made involving small and large-podded peanut

genotypes and average fruit and seed dry weight and volume were recorded

as size parameters. Generations F] and F2 were evaluated for the

four crosses and two of them were increased to F3. Average dry weight

of seeds and shells in all generations were compared and frequency dis-

tributions were plotted. Estimates of broad-sense heritability and

genotypic correlations were calculated for size traits and other charac-

teristics. Narrow-sense heritabil ities were calculated in two of the

crosses by regression of F3 progeny means on F2 plants and of F3

individual plants on individual F2 fruits and seeds. In the cross

between Krinkle x Jenkins Jumbo, the growth of individual parental and

hybrid seeds was measured on a weekly basis to assess the influence of

the seed's genotype on fruit and seed size.

Crossing genotypes widely different in pod and seed size produced

significant deviations of the offspring means toward the small parent.

Thus it would be difficult to recover large podded types among segre-

gates of such crosses. However, since only a few F] plants were

75
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used to produce the F2 generation, it is possible that the distribu-

tion of the F2 can be broadened to a certain extent, by working with a

1 arger number of F-| ' s.

The present results agree with the hypothesis that size traits are

actually governed by genes that modify growth rates (or rates of cell

division) since the offspring means agree better with the geometric

rather than with the arithmetic mean of the peanuts. Thus, dominance

effects should be tested against the geometric mean. The tests of domi-

nance indicated that there may be dominance present in some of the

crosses, especially in Cross 597 . However, the effect was much less

noticeable in the geometric scale. The lack of strong dominance is also

confirmed by the small differences observed between narrow and broad

sense heritabil ities for size traits. In addition to the multiplicative

effects and the presence of some dominance even when the geometric means

were used, there was a further reduction of F2 and F3 means. How-

ever, the hypothesis of inbreeding depression cannot explain this reduc-

tion, since inbreeding depression caused by the presence of dominance

would place the F2 and F3 means between the F] and the midparent.

The high correlations between fruit and seed size in segregating

populations, also shown by the similarity between the distributions of

seed and shell weight, indicate that there is a large influence of the

maternal environment on the expression of seed size. This can also be

confirmed by the similarity in growth rate of reciprocal F-j seeds with

their selfed counterparts. However, evidence was provided that the

seed's own genotype also plays a role in its final phenotypic expres-

sion: 1
)
The genotype of the hybrid F] seeds in the cross Jenkins
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Jumbo, as the female, with Krinkle pollen produced a modification in

their growth pattern in relation to that observed in selfed Jenkins

Jumbo seeds; 2) Seeds grown within pods in which one seed had aborted

appeared to continue growing, the extent of the additional growth dif-

fering among genotypes; and 3) Although seed size follows a pattern of

segregation similar to that of pod size (reason for the high correla-

tions existing between both traits) there still is variation in the

ability of the seeds to fill the pods completely, seeds being generally

more tightly packed in the smaller pods.

These results indicate that the maternal influence of the pod size

on seed is partial because the segregates varied in the extent to which

the pods are filled by the seeds. Indications are that this character-

istic can be genetically manipulated since narrow-sense heritabi 1 ities

for traits such as fruit density and shelling percentage were found to

be around 0.50.

The results obtained also demonstrate that the cavity provided by

the pods, in which seeds will develop, may be an important cause for

yield reduction since seeds are not always able to grow to their full

potential. This could be observed by the larger size attained by some

seeds when growing under reduced pod restraint. In addition, hybrid

seeds from Cross 596 when growing in Krinkle pods clearly showed the

limitation of the pod size to seed growth. This is important in peanuts

because although there may be some stretching of the pod tissue, it is

probably not significant, since peanut pods turn into rigid structures

as they approach maturity.
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The significant and negative correlation estimates between number

of pods and size traits obtained, especially in Cross 596 (r = -0.34**

to -0.74**) suggest that detectable relationships between these traits

were conditioned by substantial differences in size among the segre-

gates. Percentage of mature pods was not significantly correlated with

size or pod-filling traits in most populations. Correlations ranged

from r = 0.00 to 0.36**. The percentage of fruits with aborted seeds

also failed to show a consistently strong relationship with either fruit

or seed size (r = -0.08 to +0.28**). The correlations between the per-

centage of fruits with aborted seeds and the percentage of mature fruits

tended to be negative (r = -0.02 to -0.61**).

Except for Cross 597B where shell weight was significantly and

negatively correlated with the percentage of split pods (r = 00.41**),

the size traits did not show a consistent relationship of pod splitting

since the estimates ranged from r = -0.17 to +0.22. Pod splitting was

also not consistently associated with fruit density (r = -0.12 to

+0.26*).

The results could not strongly indicate that the amount of seed

abortion and pod splitting was a result of the growth of genetically

larger seeds in small pods. However, the broad-sense heritabil ities for

the percentage of pods with aborted seeds (H 2 = 0.74 to 0.90) and for

the percentage of split pods (H 2 = 0.59 to 0.94) suggest that a sub-

stantial portion of the variation among the segregates was due to

genetic causes.

The lower narrow-sense heritabil ities estimated by the regression

of F
3 plants on F2 individual fruits and seeds (h 2 = 0.44 to 0 . 66 )

in contrast to the regression of F
3 lines on F2 plants (h 2 = 0.72
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to 0.83) indicate that selection of fruit or seed size on a single fruit

or seed basis would not be as efficient as on a plant basis.

The calculated minimum number of factors for seed and shell weight

ranged from 4 to 26 suggesting that such traits should be treated

quantitatively.
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